
And that’s without talking about the Syrian refugee crisis affecting parts 
of Europe – markets that are already depressed and struggling to receive 
the long-awaited economic bounce following the global financial crisis. If 
nothing else it makes news….

Whilst on the surface, all these ups and downs have an impact on our con-
sumer confidence; it is the global corporate employment departments 
that are struggling to keep pace with the major changes in the movement 
of their workforces.  None more so than in Australia with the long enjoyed 
resources boom having experienced a slowdown in recent years, with its 
impact felt by thousands of FIFO and relocated workers looking to return 
home having enjoyed the benefits of the job market that the boom creat-
ed.

With more than a decade of experience in advising companies on best 
practice talent management in the supply chain logistics sector, I’ve wit-
nessed the many highs and lows of this fickle industry, to the global and 
Australian economies and overall changes to the candidate market. And 
through of all of these ups and downs, it’s the last three years in which the 
supply chain executive talent acquisition market has experienced the most 
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Not a month goes by without new challenges impacting 
on national or regional employment markets. In recent 
weeks, we’ve seen the resurgence of the North American 
economy with strong domestic job numbers, the 
invisible credit bubble in China finally come to surface, 
leading to wild fluctuations in the money markets as 
the central government intervenes to control monetary 
flows and then the impact of global commodity prices 
including oil trading at record lows.

The return of Expat, FIFO and 
Interstate Employees
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Events
LogiSYM 2016
9-10th March 2016
LOGISYM 2016 again promises 
to be a highly unique event, with 
the focus being to provide a 
platform for mid- to senior-level 
shippers to hear from the leading 
solutions in and surrounding 
the logistics and supply chain 
industry. The structure of the 
symposium is such that delegates 
will have more interactivity with 
supply chain peers, allowing the 
development of ideas and for 
delegates to acquire actionable 
take aways to integrate back at 
the office. Based on its unique 
format and presentations style, 
LogiSYM 2016 will allow sponsors 
to reach out to targeted shippers 
and engage them in exclusive, 
dedicated and specialised tracks 
to ensure the message they want 
delivered is presented through the 
development of ideas in our unique 
formats. Register before 30th 
December for early bird discount!
http://logisym.org/2016/events/
logisym-2016/

Oil & Gas Upstream Procurement 
& Supply Chain Excellence
2-3rd December 2015
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dynamic change – and whilst some 
of  this change  has been  predict-
able, such as the continued  tran-
sition of manufacturing offshore,  
transformation of the service sector 
and the impact of e-commerce on 
retailing,  a less recognized impact 
has been the return of the Expatri-
ate or FIFO worker.

Media business sections  reinforce 
the cyclical decline in  mining and 
resources  employment. Many ex-
pats who  gained high paying do-
mestic resource sector roles in a 
high demand market or chose to  
obtain premium offshore  roles with 
higher salaries are ever increasing-
ly seeking to return to Australian 
based positions. With a  decline in 
domestic industry investment, the 
downscaling/transition to produc-
tion phase or deferment of many 
major projects, a decline in a wide 
range of resource related employ-
ment opportunities has resulted.
 
Although Australia’s employment 
marketplace seek.com.au’s recent 
Employment Trends report found 
that job advertising in Australia 
increased in September, with the 
trend of improvement continu-
ing, it also cited that the “Mining, 
Resources and Energy” category 
has produced a 41% decline in job 
postings and an increase of +31% in 
applications per job since 2013”*. A 
clear sign of the challenges ahead. 

Trevor Cameron, Asia Pacific Pro-
curement Manager at Cristal Min-
ing is all too familiar with the cur-
rent mining and resources FIFO 
conditions “Unfortunately the risk 
associated with employing return-
ing FIFO employees is sometimes 
just too high, they have made a 
deliberate choice to join the expat 
FIFO market to chase big money at 
the expense of security”
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The only conference enabling 
upstream Oil & Gas executives to 
achieve Supply Chain efficiency 
and procurement excellence. Oil 
& Gas Supply Chain Strategy is a 
conference designed for supply 
chain and procurement executives 
at IOCs, NOCs, independent oil 
companies and tier one service 
companies as they work to improve 
efficiency across their supply 
chains. In 2014, Oil & Gas Supply 
Chain Strategy brought over 100+ 
attendees, to the premier Oil & 
Gas Supply Chain event in Europe. 
Make sure you don’t miss out in 
2015!
http://procureconeu.wbresearch.
com/

News
Logistics Executive Group Middle 
East appoints Katharina Albert 
to head its Corporate Advisory 
& Supply Chain Consulting 
business.
In move bringing further expertise 
to our Middle East business, 
experienced Supply Chain business 
leader, Katharina Albert has joined 
the Dubai team as Practice Leader 
EMEA – Corporate Advisory & 
Supply Chain Consulting. Katharine 
is a leading expert in the areas 
of material and supply chain 
flow simulation, SC optimisation, 
network design and is a cost 
modelling expert with more than 8 
years of experience in the logistics, 
manufacturing, aviation and oil 
& gas sector. She holds a Master’s 
degree in Systems Engineering 
& Industrial Management from 
Germany and has been based in 
the Middle East since 2011 in the 
field of business and supply chain 
performance consulting. She will 
lead our business supply chain 
consulting business unit.

Logistics Executive Group 
launches Certified Logistics 
Professional Accreditation 
program 
Logistics Executive Group with 
the Logistics and Supply Chain 
Management Society (LSCMS) has 
partnered to offer the Certified 
Logistics Professional Accreditation 
program across it global markets.  
LSCMS launched the CLP and CLE 
program in 2000.  In partnership 
with Logistics Executive Group 
and with the emphasis on 
collaboration with other industry 
bodies, associations, groups and 
societies, the CLP Certification 
is the benchmark of excellence 
for measuring capability and 
proficiency within the profession 
of Logistics and Supply Chain 
Management. As a professional 
certification, the CLP enables 
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Certainly within the Australasian 
markets, there has been an in-
creased focus on assisting execu-
tives and specialist workers who are 
returning home to Australia and or 
capital cities from roles previously 
abroad or in remote FIFO locations. 

A large part of this assistance is in 
preparing the candidate for the 
their ‘new’ employment landscape 
and ensuring that they are set re-
alistic goals and expectations rele-
vant to today’s market – particularly 
position and benefit alignment to 
the localised marketplace.

In working with executives to help 
them understand the reality of the 
Australian market place, flush with 
high quality talent in what is a can-
didate saturated market, minimal 
job growth in capital location and a 
reduction in the availability of FIFO 
roles, mentoring and providing pro-
fessional coaching to candidates 
has been one of the cornerstones of 
our activity in recent times. 

Helping professionals realign and 
better understand their place in 
the market such as salaries, benefits 
and job positioning, whilst working 
with them to develop the necessary 
interview skills and professional re-
sumes is becoming an increasingly 
important part of our talent man-
agement services.

Much like many of our overseas 
markets where recruitment lead 
times are long and candidate man-
agement complex, the key to talent 
acquisition in this changing market 
of Australia, means that partnering 
with customers closely from the 
start of the job design process to 
onboarding has become essential.  
Ensuring transparency around job 
expectations of the both candidate 
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and the customer, whilst manag-
ing the engagement has become a 
more important factor in successful 
hiring. 

Project managing both parties to 
be open minded and working with 
customers to help them look be-
yond the direct employment lim-
itations (such as salary caps, loca-
tion or seniority) but to assess the 
additional value that the returning 
candidate may bring isn’t always 
straight forward – particularly if 
there are questions around wheth-
er they will stay long term or see the 
immediate opportunity as a stop 
gap until something better comes 
along. Likewise, ensuring  candi-
dates see long-term opportunities / 
challenges and does not get bored 
within the role even if it means a 
sideways shift. The same  applies for 
location changes, it is just not that 
simple and this needs to be man-
aged and handled in a professional 
and sensitive manner. 

In managing this dynamic market 
shift and fast-tracking talent man-
agement requires learnt knowl-
edge and sector expertise.  For HR 
and Business Managers, this means 
partnering with trusted advisors 
who bring specialist talent manage-

ment skills and extensive networks 
where by candidate reach goes be-
yond local market. 

Engaging specialist, long estab-
lished Executive Talent / Search 
Firm helps accelerate your talent 
programs and to bridge the gaps 
in communicating these issues 
with executives going through this 
change.  In dealing with these tal-
ent marketplace shifts daily and 
across multiple markets, Executive 
Talent / Search Firms will be able 
to provide relevant knowledge and 
market intelligence that goes be-
yond just the sourcing and hiring 
process. They will bring a degree of 
expertise that ensures the HR pro-
cess management is aligned to the 
talent market and reach across do-
mestic and international networks 
to attract untapped talent pools 
whilst providing comfort of know-
ing who’s who and what they bring.

Like all high performing supply 
chain’s in today world – its starts 
with business-to-business, relation-
ship-to-relationship and individu-
al-to-individual collaboration built 
on trust, value and expertise.

References
*SEEK Employment Trends, September 2015
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employees in the logistics industry 
to develop their capability more 
effectively, and in doing so assist 
in defining the logistics profession. 
The emphasis on continual 
improvement of knowledge and 
skills is timely for an industry that 
requires skilled personnel to reflect 
and underpin its importance to our 
global economy.
To discover more about the 
Certified Logistics Professional 
standard and how to qualify, please 
refer to the link below:
http://www.logisticsexecutive.
com/academy/certified-logistics-
professional-certification/

Contact Us
Logistics Executive
www.LogisticsExecutive.com

Sydney - (+61) 2 8262 9800 
Melbourne - (+61) 3 9607 8263
Singapore - (+65) 6692 9202
Hong Kong - (+852) 3958 2313
Shanghai - (+86) 21 6103 7078
Dubai - (+971) 4 361 6275
Mumbai - (+91) 22 6608 9532
New Delhi - (+91) 124 469 6680
Chennai - (+91) 44 4202 4819
London - (+44) 20 3239 7624

About Us
Logistics Executive Group is the 
acknowledged industry leader 
providing a suite of whole-
of-lifecycle business services 
including Corporate Advisory,
Executive Search and specialist 
Supply Chain and Logistics 
Training.

Logistics Academy
World-Class Training & Educational Degrees That Fit Your Life.
Logistics Academy is a comprehensive suite of Educational and Training
Programs that caters for all levels of professionals and logicians looking to further enhance 
their supply chain and logistics skills and careers. With range of online quick courses, 
specialised short courses, certificate based and diploma e-learning products through to 
MBA’s with a focus on Supply ChainManagement, Logistics Academy and our partners 
bring together the most relevant and cutting-edge
Supply Chain and Logistics training, to development your employees, upgrade their future 
skills and helping to contribute to better staff retention.

Learn Online with Logistics Academy’s Suite of World-Class Programs.

Click Here for more information on Logistics
Academy Online Training Programs
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